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This is a Safety Retraining assignment! Previous to this assignment, you were given
safety training. Because you recently demonstrated an incomplete understanding of this
safety training, you need to satisfactorily complete this retraining assignment! Your safety
retraining will be a 2-step process.

Step 1
You must describe the rule violated, what you should have done, what injuries could have
happened, and what you intend to do differently next time. The quality of your answers
must show that you now understand the safety rule or procedure that was incorrectly
demonstrated.
1.

(10 word minimum)

What safety rule(s) or procedure(s) did you violate?

During your initial safety training, you were given written information about safety rules. This
written information is still in the classroom. For the next question, you might need to look up the
original safety training information.
2.
(20 word minimum) What should you have learned and practiced from your
initial safety training on this safety rule(s) or procedure(s)?

You may have been lucky, this time! You or someone else may not have been seriously
injured when you violated this safety rule this time. That does NOT mean that you will not
seriously injure yourself or someone else if you violate this safety rule again!
If someone was badly hurt from your unsafe actions, it would probably make a major
impression on you and your classmates. This is what probably happened on the job to
workers who helped to make up the safety rule or procedure that you just violated.
3.
(30 word minimum) Using your imagination, describe what serious injuries
could have resulted from your unsafe actions.

When you received safety training and had to pass a written safety test, you were
expected to demonstrate what you had learned in the lab (shop) setting. You are in the
retraining process because you failed to properly demonstrate safe actions.

Step 2
After satisfactorily writing your reviewed understanding of the safety rules violated, you
will re-enter the shop (lab). There, you will be expected to demonstrate safe conduct. If
your actions do NOT convince the instructor, you may need further retraining.
4.
(40 word minimum) What do you intend to do about the safety rule or
procedure described in Question # 1 when you return to the lab (shop)? How will
your actions be different?

